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Analysis of island morphology in a model for Pb-mediated growth of Ge on Si„111…
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Analysis of island morphology in a realistic model of surfactant-mediated epitaxial growth is presented and
compared with experimental results obtained for Pb-mediated growth of Ge on Si~111!. In kinetic Monte Carlo
simulations it is found that the clustering of Ge atoms above the surfactant obeys an anomalous scaling, and
that the cluster size distribution is self-similar in time, up to the latest stages of coarsening, where Ostwald
ripening predominates. The clustering process is limited in time due to the irreversible exchange of Ge atoms
with surfactant. Further growth of islands below surfactant leads to their ramification. Islands which do not
significantly grow below surfactant are compact, and are characterized by a size distribution whose shape is
similar to that obtained within the cluster diffusion model of crystal growth.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The active materials which suppress a formation of thr
dimensional islands during epitaxial growth of thin films a
called surfactants.1,2 They modify the growth of epitaxia
layers on metal3,4 or semiconductor substrates,5–11 as well as
on insulator surfaces.12,13 In the presence of a surfactant,
layer-by-layer growth can be achieved; this is of great i
portance for fabricating advanced electronic devices. Usu
a monolayer of surfactant is initially deposited onto the s
strate, and when the growth proceeds, the surfactant se
gates to the surface.

The surfactant-mediated epitaxy~SME! of semiconduc-
tors has been extensively studied, especially on silicon s
strates. It has been shown that different surfactants m
modify the epitaxial growth in quite a different way,14 but the
underlying growth mechanism is still poorly understoo
Hibino et al.15 reported a study of growth of Ge islands on
Si~111!-A33A3 surface with 1/3 monolayer of deposited P
atoms. One monolayer Pb surfactant promoted layer by la
growth of Ge on Si~111! has been studied recently by Hwan
et al.16,18and Changet al.17 They examined the initial stage
~submonolayer coverages! of Ge on Si~111! with Pb as the
surfactant using the scanning tunneling microscope~STM!
technique. They found characteristic features considera
different from those observed in non-SME growth:~i! The
existence of a pronounced, and almost temperat
independent threshold coverage below which no isla
grow. ~ii ! The transition in the island shape~compact to frac-
tallike! caused by raising temperature or lowering the cov
age or deposition flux.~iii ! Coverage dependence of islan
density opposite to non-SME systems.

A few models were proposed to explain the surfacta
mediated growth,5,19–29 but none explains all the essenti
features of the Ge/Pb/Si~111! films. These features are inte
related: For example, a mechanism proposed to explain
temperature-dependence of the island shape has also to
an almost temperature-independent threshold coverage
nucleation. In our previous paper30 we proposed a model o
SME which does have this property. Experimental study
the time evolution is rather difficult. No such data have a
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parently been obtained as yet, and at present the time ev
tion is best probed in simulations. Here we extend our p
vious study30 to the analysis of the time evolution of islan
size distributions and their scaling properties.

II. MODEL SUMMARY

The kinetic Monte Carlo method31,32 used in our
previous30 and present studies makes the assumption of M
kovian dynamics throughout. The assumption holds beca
of the high values of the ratioDE/kT we use in our simula-
tions. For a jump of a monomer at 400 K the ratio is abo
19. Because we use a Hamiltonian which fixes the st
properties of the steady state, the dynamics is not revea

In our model of surfactant-mediated growth the substr
is covered by a surfactant monolayer. The growing mate
is deposited at a constant rate onto the surfactant, and
then diffuse and reversibly nucleate. The interaction betw
nearest-neighbor atoms is taken into account by bond co
ing, and it is assumed that atoms in dimers repel each o
This assumption of our model is based on experimental
sults by Tsong and Casanova.33 Atoms above the surfactan
can exchange position with surfactant and stick irreversi
to the substrate. We use the expression ‘‘clusters’’ for agg
gates of atoms above the surfactant. The ‘‘islands’’ refer
aggregates after exchange. A cluster size-dependent ba
for exchange is assumed. Islands can grow further in acco
of incoming monomers and clusters. For details see Ref.

Under these assumptions our model explains the exp
mentally observed16–18 existence of a threshold coverage.
also explains the transition in island shape due to covera
temperature, and deposition flux, as well as the tempera
dependence of island density. Additionally, we show in F
1~a! transition in island shape due to deposition flux whi
was not presented in our previous paper.30 Experimental re-
sults are qualitatively similar, though the increase of isla
density is faster@see Fig. 3~b! of Ref. 16#. The shape of
islands at low- and high-flux rates are shown in the inset

III. ISLAND SIZE DISTRIBUTION

The evolution of submonolayer island morphology duri
epitaxial growth leads to a final island size distribution whi
©2001 The American Physical Society28-1
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reflects the growth mechanism.34,35 Epitaxial layers grow
during deposition, and when the system is not quenched
growth continues even after the deposition. Simulation
sults have shown that changes in island morphology wh
take place after the deposition are crucial.

Figures 2 and 3 show changes in the cluster and the is
size distributions during growth of the fractal~at u50.10)
and of the compact~at u50.25) islands, respectively. Tem
perature is 300 K, and the deposition flux is 0.2 BL/min.

Figures 2~a! and 3~a! show the cluster size distributions
a time when the deposition is completed. The number
monomers is written into the diagrams if their values are
of the vertical-axis range. A monotonous decay with size
observed, and no islands are formed so far. The growth
curs after deposition, and looks different for the two grow
modes. The fractallike growth~Fig. 2! is characterized by a
low island density and by an island growth which is actua
by the incoming monomers. At 700 s of elapsed time
monomers dominate, and contribute to the growth of the
ready formed islands. The process of island formation

FIG. 1. Simulation of the flux dependence of island dens
Insets are snapshots of island morphology.u50.3 ML. The simu-
lation area consists of 67 500 adsorption sites.

FIG. 2. Time evolution of the cluster and island size distrib
tions atu50.10 ML.
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slow. It takes about 10 800 s until the final distribution
formed@Fig. 2~d!#. Note that horizontal-axis scales for Fig
2~a!–2~d! are different.

The growth of compact islands is presented in Fig.
They are formed much faster than fractal ones, and it ta
about 2500 s to reach the final distribution@Fig. 3~d!#. Al-
ready after 375 s, however, the number of monomers is c
siderably reduced, and there is a large number of small c
ters and islands. A characteristic gap between the st
compact clusters and the monomers is formed@Fig. 3~b!#,
and two distinct peaks appear in the cluster distributi
They correspond to stable clusters consisting of 7 and
atoms, respectively~see Fig. 4!.

The final distribution at 2500 s does not differ much fro
that at t5375 s because the clusters formed above sur
tant do not significantly grow after exchange with the surfa
tant. Note also that there is a common horizontal-axis sc
for Figs. 4~a!–4~d!.

The data presented in Figs. 2 and 3 are obtained du
one simulation run for illustrating the growth mechanis
only. The poor statistic seen in Fig. 2 is due to the sm
number of large fractallike islands which grow close to t
threshold coverage. Quantitative analysis of large fractal
lands is not a subject of this paper. It can be done for
ample by calculating the fractal dimension of a single agg
gate and by analyzing its dependence on simulat
parameters. This will be a subject of our future study.

Figure 5 shows the time evolution of the average sizesav ,
and of the total numberN of the clusters and of the islands
During the deposition time no islands grow, and there i
powerlike increase of the number of clusters in time@Figs.
5~a! and 5~c!#. The changes after the deposition differ d

.

-

FIG. 3. Time evolution of the cluster and island size distrib
tions atu50.25 ML.

FIG. 4. Stable clusters containing 7, 10, and 12 atoms. All ato
have at least three bonds with nearest neighbors.
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pending on the growth mode. The average island size
basic value in the ‘‘universal’’ scaling approach of the isla
size distribution,36,37 and is discussed in detail in the ne
section.

A. Scaling

The island size distribution has been examined
homoepitaxial38–40 as well as for heteroepitaxial41 systems,
and a quantitative scaling analysis has been done for
moepitaxy of Fe~100! ~Ref. 40! and for heteroepitaxy of Cu
on Ni~100!.42 The results confirm the ‘‘universal’’ scaling
formula36,37

Ns;usav
22f ~s/sav!, ~1!

where Ns is the island density of sizes, f is the scaling
function, u5(s>1sNs is the coverage, and sav
5u/(s>1Ns .

This scaling was found to describe growth of islands u
der a constant deposition flux. The post deposition gro
and its scaling properties have been studied by Liet al.43

who assumed the ‘‘universal’’ scaling formula~1! with sav
;u2z, so that

Ns~u!;u2z11f ~suz!, ~2!

wherez is a constant andf is a scaling function which satis
fies the relation

E
0

`

f ~u!du5E
0

`

u f~u!du. ~3!

The total island density therefore scales asN;uz11. If the
constantzÞ0 then the scaling is anomalous, andz is related
to the critical cluster size. The anomalous scaling has b
found for the point island model, large critical sizes, and
low coverages.43

FIG. 5. Time evolution of clusters and islands. The solid lin
are the average sizessav while the dashed lines are the total numb
N of clusters or islands.
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In our model of SME a post nucleation growth dominate
and we therefore apply the scaling by Liet al.43 to our simu-
lated and experimental results. We find the exponenz
by comparison of the left- and right-hand side integrals
Eq. ~3!.

Figure 6 illustrates the procedure. The simulated isla
size distributions have been scaled according to Eq.~2!, with
parametersz52.7, 2.8, and 2.9. Figure 6~b! shows the case
where both integrals are equal~the cumulative sums meet!.
For lower and higher values ofz the integrals differ. An
example of applying the above procedure is presented in
7. The scaled curves@Fig. 7~b!# overlap after applying the
scaling procedure.

The exponentsz turn out to be coverage dependent, with
minimum at about 0.16 ML@Fig. 8~a!#. The origin of the
minimum is not clear, but it may be related to the transiti
in island shape in the coverage range considered. For the
dimensional point island model43 it has been shown that i
z50, 0.24, and 0.65 then the critical cluster sizes are 1
and 3, respectively. Our model is more realistic, and does
assume a constant critical cluster size during simulation r
This will be discussed in Sec. IV. Nevertheless, thez values
larger than 2 show that the scaling is anomalous and tha
critical clusters are large.

As mentioned above, the anomalous scaling introduce
scaling exponentz which can be determined from the sing
island size distribution. The exponentsz found this way can
then serve to reproduce the coverage dependence of th
erage island size,sav , and the total island density,N @Figs.

FIG. 6. The island size distribution in simulated data scaled w
different exponentsz. T5300 K and u50.26 ML. Solid and
dashed lines are cumulative sums of the left- and right-hand
integrals of Eq.~3!, respectively.
8-3
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8~b! and 8~c!#. The points merge nicely except at low cove
ages where the island density is low and therefore stat
poor. This procedure is equivalent to the overlapping of
scaled island size distributions, as presented in Fig. 7~b!. The
advantage is that the comparison is more clear.

A similar procedure of finding the exponentz is applied to
the experimental data after evaluating the size of the S
images. The resolution of experimental images is about 4
Å/256 pixels. Assuming the distance between Ge atom
the island to be 3.6 Å we conclude that one pixel of the ST
image corresponds to about 19 atoms. Figure 9 shows
results. Note that the maxima of the scaled curves corresp
to normalized sizes smaller than 1 for both the simula
@Fig. 7~b!# and for the experimental@Fig. 9~b!# results. These
will be discussed in the next section.

B. Shape of the scaling functions

In our model of SME the growth process consists of de
sition, aggregation, and cluster growth, followed by grow
of islands. The crucial part is the second one. An atom
join a cluster, dissociate from it, or move along its edges.
a result, the cluster mass center undergoes a random
equivalent to mass transport. The cluster diffusion mo
seems to be appropriate in describing the shape of the sc
function. The model originates from the mean-field appro
mation due to Smoluchowski and co-workers26,44–47and as-
sumes a size-,s, dependent diffusion coefficientD(s);s2j.
The exponentj is related to the macroscopic mechanis
responsible for the cluster displacement.

FIG. 7. Scaled~a! and unscaled~b! island size distributions.
Thick lines are averages over 30 points taken for better view
The parametersz are 2.64, 2.43, and 2.33 atu50.24, 0.20, and 0.16
ML, respectively.
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The shape of the scaling functions in the cluster diffus
model has been examined by Kandel.26 He found that there
exists a one-parameter family of scaling functions wh
obeys the rate equation. Simulations show26 that one func-
tion out of the family is physically reasonable. It has a ma
mum at about 0.5~see Fig. 3 of Ref. 26!. Our simulated and
experimental island size distributions reveal a similar sha
characterized by maxima at normalized sizes smaller tha
@see Figs. 7~b! and 9~b!#. Similar shapes of island size dis
tribution have been found in octadecylphosphonic acid
posited on mica from a solution,48 and also in simulation
results based on the Clarke-Vvedensky model of thin-fi
growth.49 The common assumptions of ours and the Clar
Vvedensky models is the reversible cluster growth and c
culation of the nearest-neighbors interactions by bond co
ing. We conclude therefore that cluster diffusion is
important element of island formation in our model of SM

Island size distribution has been studied also for non-S
growth of Fe/Fe~001! ~Ref. 40! and Cu/Ni~000!.42 In both
systems the critical cluster sizes were found to be small~1 or
2!, and the island size distributions were characterized
maxima at normalized sizes close to 1.

IV. LIMIT OF CLUSTER GROWTH WITH NO EXCHANGE

In our model the growth of clusters above the surfactan
limited by the exchange mechanism with surfactant ato
The exchange is irreversible, and buried atoms cannot m
This leads to a final island morphology in a limited time. It

.
FIG. 8. ~a! Coverage dependence of the parameterz, ~b! total

island densityN, and~c! average cluster sizesav . Open circles are
values calculated from the exponentz. Full triangles are data ob
tained from simulations.
8-4
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interesting to know how the systems would evolve if e
change with the surfactant were forbidden. This can be r
ized by setting the activation energy high enough to m
exchange less probable. In this case the clustering above
factant will develop without a time limit because the clus
growth is assumed to be reversible.

The idea of a critical cluster has been introduced to
scribe clustering.50 A cluster has a critical size if it is in
equilibrium with the surrounding monomers. The size of t
critical cluster depends on the monomer concentration.
increase in monomer concentration results in a decreas
the critical cluster size and vice versa. Clusters larger t
critical size tend to grow while smaller ones tend to disso
ate. The last stages of the cluster formation have been
scribed by Lifshitz and Slyozov.50 The theory, also known a
Ostwald ripening, has been developed for three-dimensio
clustering, but has been modified and used to describe
the two-dimensional growth.51–57 The theory assumes tha
clusters can grow and dissociate but cannot diffuse. A p
erlike dependence of a critical cluster size with time
predicted.

During the simulation run the number of monome
Nmon, the total number of clustersN, and the average cluste

FIG. 9. Unscaled~a! and scaled~b! experimental island size
distributions. Thin lines are original data. The thick lines are av
ages over 10 points. The corresponding exponentsz are 2.30 and
2.38 at coverages 0.17 and 0.16 ML, respectively. The cove
used here is calculated based on the area covered by Ge island
note that this is different from the coverage calculated from
product of deposition flux and deposition time, which was used
the coverage in experimental measurements~Refs. 16–18!.
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sizesav are registered at different final coverages~Fig. 10!.
The coverage ofu50.07 is lower than a threshold one. Afte
deposition~solid vertical line! the values ofNmon, N, and
sav remain almost unchanged.

The coverageu50.08 @Fig. 10~b!# is a little above the
threshold, and clusters start to grow after about 300
~dashed line!. A time period between 10 s and 3000 s
needed to form clusters larger than critical.~Note that there
is a repulsive interaction between monomers.! At the cover-
ageu50.12 the development of the cluster morphology
similar, but the time needed to create critical clusters
shorter.

At the coverageu50.25, which is much larger than th
threshold value, the critical clusters are formed before
deposition is completed.~Note the position of the dashed lin
in respect to the solid one.! The coverage is already high, an
this results in a large number of clusters with an average
of sav;3. The growth occurs due to incoming monomers
well as due to subsequent cluster diffusion. After about 70
~marked as a dotted vertical line! the monomer concentratio
is considerably lower, and the corresponding critical clus
size is larger. The time dependence ofsav begins to be pow-
erlike ~a straight line in a log-log plot with an exponent o
about 0.28!. Large clusters grow due to dissociation
smaller ones. Within this time interval the Ostwald ripeni
mechanism predominates.

Changes in cluster morphology with time differ much d
pending on the final coverage. The following stages can
distinguished: deposition, aggregation, and coalescence
to cluster diffusion and due to Ostwald ripening. Below t
threshold only the deposition and aggregation regimes

-

ge
We

e
s

FIG. 10. Time evolution of number of monomersNmon ~solid
lines!, total number of clustersN ~dotted lines!, and average cluste
sizesav ~dashed lines!. Solid, dashed, and dotted vertical lines i
dicate the end of evaporation time, formation of critical cluste
and the beginning of the Ostwald ripening, respectively. Deposi
flux is 0.2 BL/min in all diagrams.
8-5
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FIG. 11. The time evolution of
the scaled island size distributio
in the case when the exchang
with surfactant is forbidden. The
solid thin lines are the simulation
results. The thick lines are aver
ages over 20 points. Coverageu
50.3. On the right-hand side we
show the corresponding islan
morphologies.
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seen within three hours of the simulation run. Above t
threshold the aggregation time is shorter, followed by clus
diffusion. At coverages much higher than the threshold va
the aggregation regime occurs within the deposition tim
and is followed by cluster diffusion and a pronounc
Ostwald ripening.

A. Self-similarity in cluster size distribution

At coverages well above the threshold the coalescenc
clusters begins immediately after deposition@Fig. 10~d!#. In
this case a sufficient number of clusters have been form
already during the deposition time, and the cluster size
tributions may then be calculated.

The self-similar shapes of scaled cluster size distributi
are obtained after applying the anomalous scaling proce
~Fig. 11!. The scaling functions have maxima at normaliz
sizes smaller than 1. The exponentz is a time-dependen
scaling factor. Its time dependence is presented in Fig.
Inflection points on the diagram correspond to a cro
over between coarsening due to cluster diffusion and du
Ostwald ripening.

The above result agrees with the theory by Lifshitz a
Slyozov50 which predicts self-similarity. Discrepancy ap
pears, however, on comparison of the shapes of the sca
functions, since the results obtained by Kandel26 ~maximum
of scaling function at about 0.5! and by Lifshitz and
Slyozov50 ~maximum of scaling function at about 1.0! sig-
nificantly differ from each other. Our simulations show th
the shape of the scaling function formed during the ea
23532
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stage of coarsening is conserved after the crossover f
coalescence due to island diffusion to coalescence du
Ostwald ripening.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The formation of an island in a model for the Pb-mediat
growth of Ge on Si~111! consists of the following steps:~i! a
reversible formation of a Ge cluster above surfactant,~ii ! an
irreversible exchange of the cluster with surfactant~which
forms an island seed!, and ~iii ! growth of the island below
the surfactant. Those processes make the SME growth m

FIG. 12. Time dependence of the exponentz for cluster evolu-
tion in which exchange with the surfactant is forbidden.
8-6
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more complex than growth without the assistance of the s
factant.

Interactions between Ge atoms are included during
clustering process. Their strength depends on the numbe
bonds with the nearest neighbors. A repulsive interaction
assumed in the case of one bond, and an attractive
which gradually grows with the number of bonds, otherwis
Such interactions yield first the threshold coverage, and s
ond the compact shape of Ge clusters. It was found that
clustering process obeys an anomalous scaling, and tha
cluster size distribution is self-similar in time, up to the late
stages of coarsening where the Ostwald ripening mechan
predominates.

An irreversible collective exchange of Ge atoms with t
surfactant forms an island seed; this process is then follow
by subsequent growth of islands below the surfactant. Af
v

A

e

f
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e
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.
s

Y

v

,
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exchange the Ge atoms are not allowed to change posi
and subsequent growth leads to island ramification. T
above assumptions result in compact islands at high co
ages and low temperatures; otherwise the islands assu
fractallike shape. It was found that the compact islands,
tained both experimentally and in Monte Carlo simulatio
have the shape of the scaling function similar to those
tained within the cluster diffusion model of epitaxi
growth.26
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